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Abstract. Let P~ denote the projection of L2(R~) onto the kth eigenspace of the operator
( - A + Ixl 2) and S~, = (I/A~,),~_.~N.o A~_~P I. We study the multiplier transform T~ for the
Weyl transform W defined by W(T~sf) = S~W(f). Applications to Laguerre expansions are
given.
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I. Introduction

Let f denote the Fourier transform of the function f and let B = {~:l~l ~< 1} be the
unit ball in R". For ~ > 0 define the multiplier operator
(Tff)*(~) = (1 -

I~l=)'XB(0f(O.

(1)

It is well known that these operators are unbounded on LP(R") for p <~(2n/(n + 1 + 2~))
or p>~(2n/(n-1-2~)) for 0 < ~ < ( ( n - 1 ) / 2 ) . If ~>((n-1)/2) then T~ is bounded on
LP(~") for 1 ~<p ~< oo. When ~ = 0 a celebrated theorem of Fefferman asserts that To
is bounded only on L2(R"). But if we consider only radial functions it is known that
T, is bounded for (2n/(n+ 1 +20t))<p<(2n/(n- 1-2~)) if 0 ~ < ~ < ( ( n - 1)/2).
In this paper we consider a similar problem for the Weyl transform. General
multipliers for the Weyl transform have been studied by Mauceri [5]. Here we are
interested in multipliers of the form
1

N

S~ = ~ k~o A~-kPk

(2)

where Pk are the projections onto the kth eigenspace of the Hermite operator
H = - A +lxl 2. We call such multipliers Cesaro multipliers. Let W denote the Weyl
transform which takes functions f on C" into bounded operators on L2(II~").We define
the multiplier operators T~ by setting

W(T'sf ) = S~ W(f).

(3)

We would like to know for what values of ~ these operators T~ will be uniformly
bounded on L~
We prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. i) When ~ > n - I, T~ is bounded on LP(C") for 1 <~p <<.oo. ii) When ot= n - t ,
T~ is bounded on LP(C") for 1 < p < ~ . iii) When 0 <~ < n- 89 T~ cannot be bounded
unless p lies in the interval (4n/(2n + 1 + 2~))<p < (4n/(2n-1-2ct)). iv) If we consider
only radial functions then T~ is bounded on LP(C") for (4n/(2n+l+2g))<
p < (4n(2n- 1-2~)) when O<~ct<~n-89
The study of the Weyl multipliers naturally involves the study of expansions in
terms of the Laguerre functions L~- a(89 12)exp ( - 88 12). Let v2 = (NI/(N + n - l)l) and
consider the functions
~pN(r)= VNL~- 1(89r 2) exp (--88

(4)

These functions form an orthonormal system for L2(~+, r2"- 1dr). So one would like
to study the summability of the series
f(r) = ~ R ~ f ) L ~ - ' ( 8 9 1 8 8

2)

(5)

N=0

where
R ~ f ) = v~

fo 0f(r)L}-l(lr2)exp(- 88

2"-1 dr.

If C } f stand for the Cesaro means of order e of the above series then Theorem I can
be interpreted as summability results for the Laguerre expansions in the space
LP(R+,r2"-idr). Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. i) The partial sums CNf of the series (1.5) converges to f in the norm iff
(4n/(2n + 1))< p <(4n/(2n-1)). ii) When ot> n- 89 C ~ f converges to f in the norm for
all p, 1 <~p ~ oo. iii) or=n- 89 is the critical index in the sense that when r < n - 8 9 there
is an L 1function f such that C ~ f will not converge in the norm to f . iv) When r = n - l ,
C ~ f converges to f whenever I < p < oo.
This paper is arranged as follows. In the next section we collect relevant fa~,ts about
the Weyl transform and express the operators T~ as twisted convolution operators.
Using that representation one easily proves that they are bounded on LP(C") when
~ t > n - 8 9 In w we consider the case ct = n - 8 9 In ~4, we consider radial functions
from which the results about the Laguerre series (Theorem 2) will be deduced.

2. Preliminaries

We first recall the definition of the twisted convolution on C". Let w(z,v)-exp(-(i/2)Imz.v--) and let dvdfi stand for the Lebesgue measure on C". Then
the product
f X g(z) = f c" f (z - v)o(v)og(z,v) dv dt~

(6)

is called the twisted convolution of f and g. Let B(L2(R')) stand for the algebra of
bounded linear operators on L2(R'). To define the Weyl transform we consider the
operator valued function W(z) taking values in B(L2(R")) defined by
W(z)tp(~) = exp {ix.(89 + ~)}tp(~ + y)

(7)
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where z = x + iy~C" and ~ER". The Weyl transform of a function f is defined by

W(f) = F f(z)W(z) dz d~.
Jcm"

(8)

Observe that W(f) is a bounded operator on L2(R").
For results concerning the Weyl transform we refer to the paper of Mauceri [5].
The Weyl transform enjoys many properties of the Fourier transform. For example
there is an inversion formula and also a Plancherel theorem. Moreover, Weyl
transform of the twisted convolution is the product of the Weyl transforms, i.e.,

W(fXo) = W(f)W(9).

(9)

Given a bounded operator M on L2(R"), one can define a multiplier operator TM
by setting W(Tuf) = MW(f). Conditions on M have been found in [5] to ensure that
Tu is bounded on L~(C"). Here we are interested in multipliers which are special
functions of the Hermite operator H = - - A + Ixl 2. The n-dimensional Hermite
functions {O,} are the eigenfunctions for the operator H. Let Ph denote the projection
of L2(R") onto the eigenspace spanned by {O,:l~l= k}. Our multipliers are then

1

s

S ~ = - ~ ~ A~_kP~

(10)

9' a N k = 0

where A~ are the binomial coefficients A ~ = ( N ) .

Let L~-t(z) denote the Laguerre polynomial of type (n-I). Then Peetre
[6] has shown that the projection PN is the Weyl transform of the function
~pu(z) = L~-l(89188
i.e., we have
es = W(~os)

(11)

Therefore, S~ is the Weyl transform of the function s'~(z) where
1

:,~z) = ~

N

~=
=~o A~, - k~0k(Z).

(12)

But in view of the formula (see [8])
N

L~+#+'(x)= y' A~_kL~(x)

(13)

k=O

we obtain
!

s'~z) = ~ L~+"(89

exp(-88

(14)

Thus we have proved that

W(T~f)= W(~)W(f)
or ~ f

(15)

is given by
~f=~

xf.

We see that T~ is a twisted convolution operator.

(16)
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Now it is an easy matter to prove T~ are uniformly bounded on LJ'(C") for 1 ~<p ~< oo
when 9 > n - 89 For that purpose we make use of the following asymptotic estimates
available for the Laguerre functions. If Ae~(r) are the normalized Laguerre functions
then the following estimates are known (see [4]).
1
if 0 ~<r ~ -

(rv) ~/2

V
Y

(rv)- 1/4

if 1 < r ~<v
2

{v(vl/a+lv_rl)}_x/4

i f 2 < r ~ <3v2

exp ( - yr)

if ~ < r

I-~4r)l ~<C

where we have set v = 4N + 28 + 2. In view of these estimates one can easily check that

fc lS~N(z)ldzd5 <<.C

(17)

provided a > n - 89 Hence the operators T~ are uniformly bounded on Lp, 1 ~<p ~< oo
when a > n - 89
It is also easy to see that ~ are not uniformly bounded on L~(Cn) when a < n - 89
To prove this we suppose that' T~ are bounded on LI(C n) and express SN as follows
(see [1]).
N

S~ "~-- ~ ~
r a ka
" at N, - -

k

x~,
~k"

(18)

k=O

From this it follows that if TN= 71~
N,
(19)

II TNf lI, < C N~ ll f lll .
Since TN is the twisted convolution operator with the function

L~(89

exp(- 88

2)

the above will imply that

: IL~(89r2)l exp(-88

2"-1 dr ~<CN ~.

(20)

Now we need a lower bound for the left hand side of (20).
The following estimates have been proved in [4].
II-~gTv+ P(r)r -p/2 I1~ ~ N <'oJ-"/2~-<p/2~

2
iff<--p

1
2

It-~Tv+P(r)r -~/2 lip "" N ~p/2~-<llp>

2
ifS>--p

1
2
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for ~t + fl > - 1, a > - (2/p) and 1 ~< p ~< 4. l f w e use these estimates we immediately get

C1Nn-(I/2) ~ f o IL~(89

exp( - 88

in- ~dr

<~CN ~
and this can hold for large N only if ct > n - 89 This completes the p r o o f of part (i)
of T h e o r e m 1.

3. Cesaro

multipliers

when

~ - n -

In this section we will prove that T~ are uniformly bounded on L~, 1 < p < oo when
~t = n - 89 If we examine the estimates for the normalized Laguerre functions stated
in the previous section it is easy to see that

C
~)>jv,, 2 [s~z)[dz d$ <~C

(21)

even when ~ = n - 8 9 Here the constant C is independent of N. If A(N) denote the set
{z:N-~/2<< [zl <~N l/z} and if ~A(N) stand for the characteristic function of A(N) then
it is enough to consider twisted convolution with the kernel

S~N(Z)ZA(s)(Z).

(22)

Again we split this kernel into two parts. First we consider

g~s(z) = s~(z)zB(r~)(z)
where B(N) = {z: 1 ~< Izl

(23)

~< N1/2}. When ct = n - 8 9 we have the estimate

Ig~N(z)I ~< C Iz l - 2"Z~r~)(z)

(24)

N o w we will prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION

3.1.

The operator f ~ ~ x f is bounded on L p for 1 < p < ~ .
Proof. O ~ e r v e that the kernel ~ is in LP(C ") for all p > l . T h e proposition is
then an immediate consequence of the following proposition whose p r o o f can be
found in i-5"].
PROPOSITION

3.2

Suppose that the kernel k is in I) +'(C") for 0 < e < Co. Then the twisted convolution
o p e r a t o r K f = k x f is b o u n d e d on LP(C ") for 1 < p < oo.
Thus we are left with the kernel S~M(Z)XD(m(Z) where D ( N ) = {z:N-l/2<<. Izl ~< 1}.
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When N - 1 / 2 < Izl ~< 1 using the asymptotic formula for the Laguerre functions (see
[8], page 199) we see that

Since the error term is uniformly integrable we need to consider the twisted
convolution with the kernel KNz) given by

K~(z) = Izl- ~"O(N x/~ Iz l);~N~(z)

(25)

where we have set

PROPOSITION 3.3
The operator f ~ K} x f is bounded on Lp for 1 < p < oo.

Proof The proof follows in several steps. First we reduce the problem to the study
of ordinary convolution with the kernel kNz). This is done as follows.
Consider a kernel K(x, y) which satisfies the estimates
IK(x, Y)I ~< CIx - yl-2"
and assume that the operator

Tf(x) = f K(x, y)f(y) dy

(26)

is bounded on LP(R2"), 1 ~<p <~ oo. Consider now the truncated operators T+ where

T j ( x ) = ~lx-,i-<~ K(x, y)f(y) dy

(27)

Then we have the following Lemma due to Ricci and Stein [71.
Lemma 3.1. I"+ is bounded on LP(R2"), 1.<<.p <<.oo and the norm of T, is independent of e.
Let P(x, y) be a real polynomial. Consider then the operator

~rlfix) = f

JI x - y l ~

K(x, y) exp (iP(x, y))f(y) dy

(28)

1

where the kernel K is as above. Then we have the following result.

Lemma 3.2. The operator ~F1 is bounded on LP(R2"), 1 <<.p <~oo whenever T is bounded
on Lp(R2").
A proof of this lemma can be found in I-7] and it uses Lemma 3.1 together with
an induction argument on the degree of the polynomial P(x, y). Since the twisted
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convolution with K~z) is an oscillatory singular integral of the above form,
Proposition 3.3 will be proved once we show that the ordinary convolution operator
K ~ , f is bounded on LP(Rz'), for 1 < p < oo.
In twisted convolution the polynomial P(x, y) is of first degree in x and y. It is easy
to see that the roles of T and 7"~ can be reversed in Lemma 3.2. Since the twisted
convolution with K~ is bounded on L2(C ") we immediately see that K~*f is bounded
on L2(R2"). Hence in view of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem it is enough
to prove that K ~ , f is weak type (1, 1).
Further reduction is affected by rescaling. It is enough to consider convolution
with the kernel

RN(X) = Ixl - 2n~(lxl)z~lNlix)
where E(N) = {x:l ~ Ixl ~ N~/2}. If we have a weak type (1, 1) analogue of Lemma
3.1 for truncated operators, then the claim that K~*f is of weak type (1, 1) will follow
from the following theorem due to Christ [3].
Theorem.

Let K(x) = ix{ - 2n~(lxl)xtt,~ ~ 1}(x). Then convolution with K(x) is of weak type

(1,1).
So we are left with proving the following.

Lemma 3.3. Let T and T, be as in Lemma 3.1. Then if T is of weak type (1,1), so is T,.
Proof. By scale invariance we can assume that e = 1. Let us write R 2n a s a union of
disjoint cubes Qj having centres at Yi and each QI having side length 88with sides
parallel to the coordinate axes. We will show that
J{x~QflTlf(x)l> 2}t<~el5 QJ If(y)ldy

(29)

where [El is the Lebesgue measure of E. The Lemma will then follow by summing
over j noticing that the doubles of the cubes have bounded overlap property.
Let us write f = f l +f2 +f3 where f~ =fx2Qj and ./'2 =fxmj\2aj. When x~Qj and
y~2Qj we have I x - y [ ~ < 1 and hence for x in Q~
Tt f l (x)

=

f K(x, Y)fI(Y) dy = Tfl(x).

Since T is of weak type (1, 1)

(30)
When x ~ Qj and y~ 5Q/2Q~we h a v e Ix - Y l >i 88 Since the kernel satisfies the estimate
K(x,y)l <~Cax -y1-2" it is integrable when 88~< Ix - Y l ~< 1. Hence

7"1f 2(x) = fi ~I,--~~, K(x, Y)f 2(Y)dy

(31)
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is bounded on L ~ and in particular

f

If(y) ldy

Finally, when xeQj, y~R2n\5Qj we have I x - Yl > 1 and hence Tlf3(x)= 0. Thus we
have proved that

I{x~Qj:lTxf(x)l> 2}l~<~c fs ~ If(y)ldy

(32)

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.

4. Radial functions and Laguerre expansions

When f is a radial function the Weyl transform W(f) reduces to the Laguerre
transform and we have the formula
W ( f ) = ~ Rs(f)PN

(33)

N=0

where RN(f) are defined by

R~f) = (N +N!
n - 1)! ~:f(r)L~- 1(89 exp (- 88

2"-1 dr.

(34)

Therefore, for radial functions
Tat

uf

1

S

~ - -

at
n-A~ k~=OAN-kgk(f)Lk
l(89188

(35)

Thus the study of the operators T~, reduces to the study of the Cesaro means of order
ct of the series

f(r) = ~ R~(f)L~- I (89r2)exp ( - 88

(36)

k=O

Let us set v2 =(N!/(N+n-1)!) and define

tp~- l(r) = v~L~- 1(lr2) exp ( -- 88

n- 1.

Let s~r, s) be the kernel
1

S

S~(r, s) = ~ k~o A~_ kipS- l(r)~pz- t(s).

(37)

Then it is clear that T~f(s) is given by

T~f(s) = s- ~- 1)f : s~r, s)f(r)r~dr
We will prove the following proposition.

(38)
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P R O P O S I T I O N 4.1

Assume that 0 <~~ <<.n - 89 f e L~(R +, r 2n- 1 dr) and p satisfies (4n/( 2n + 1 + 2a)) < p <
(4n/(2n - 1 - 2~)). Then

fo i T~f(s)lrs2.- 1 ds <. C fo~if(r)lOr2~- 1 dr
with a constant C independent of N.
Proof. In view of Stein's interpolation theorem for analytic families of operators and
the L ~ result for ct > n - 8 9 it is enough to consider the case at=0. So let :Is be the
operator defined by

Tsf(s) - s {" 1)

s~(r, s)f(r)r" dr

(39)

where

sN(r,s) = ~ ~p~-t(r)tp~,-l(s).

(40)

k=O

The case n= 1 was settled by Askey and Wainger in [21 because then we are
considering the convergence of the usual Laguerre series. The higher dimensional
case is not very d,_'fferent except that certain calculations become more tedious. We
will not give a complete detailed proof. Instead we will bring out the analogy between
the one dimensional and the higher dimensional case and then refer to the paper of
Askey-Wainger.
We are interested in establishing the inequality

f : lTsf(s)lps2.- t ds <~C f o If(r)l~

1 dr

(41)

for (4n/(2n + 1)) < p < (4n/(2n - 1)). Let us make the following reductions. Define #(r) =
f ( r 1/2") and

K~(r, s) = s -tr - l~/2"ls:,(r~/2", sl/2")r -[{" - 1)/2~1
and let K s be the operator with kernel Ks(r, s). Then we need to establish the inequality

f/

IKs#(s)lP ds <~C f o Ig(r)l~ dr"

(42)

As in Askey-Wainger we use Poilard's device of considering
n-I

n-I

ss + ss + 1 = 2ss + q~s + t (r)tas + 1(s).

This leads to the formula

s~r, s) = Nr2tp~+
_ ~s2(s) {fp~/+12( r ) - (p,~/- t(r)} + more terms.

(43)
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Consequently the kernel

KN(r,s)=

KN(r, s) is given by

N(rs)-i t.- 1)/2.1tp~+11(sl/2.) { tP~+ 89
rl/._sl/.

__ tp~- 1 (rl/2n) } d- more terms.

We just consider the first term which defines the operator
ANg(s) = s-E~.-

l~/2.1N~o~-+~(sl/2.)

r ~/"_ s TM

g(r)r-tt"- 1~/2.]dr.

(44)

Using the identity
(sr)-|~.-

l~/z.](rl/. _ sl/.) - 1 = (r-s)- 1 ~ (rl/.)~t.+ 1)/2J-k(sl/.)k-tt.+ 11/2~
k=l

we are led to consider operators of the form

A~g(s) = (sl/") k-""+

"/~N~p~-+~(s~/2")

• fO ~-+12(rl/2n)r--s--tp~- l(rl/Z") (rl/.)tt *+1~/2)-kg(r ) dr.

(45)

Let us now briefly recall how Askey and Wainger established the inequality (42) in
the one dimensional case. Dividing the r-range of integration and the s-range each
into 6 parts one is led to consider 36 integrals. Using asymptotic estimates for the
Laguerre functions some of the integrals can be estimated directly. The remaining
integrals can be expressed in one of the following three forms:

tp(s, N) f f (r--~)sd/(r,N) dr

Isl- l/'~(s,N) f f(r_)s C4r,N)lrl~/" dr
.s-vl-l/'~(s,N)ffr(~r_)sr
To estimate integrals of the above forms they used a weighted inequality for the
Hilbert transform and a weighted Hardy's inequality. Let us recall what these things
are. If we define
FI/4(x)

x

- s/4 ~ f(t)tl/4 dt

then for ~ < p < 4 one has

IIFx/4 lip ~< C IIf lip.
This is the weighted Hardy's inequality.
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The weighted Hilbert transform is defined by

~l/,,(x)=limlxl -~/" f
f(Y---~) lYl~/" dY 9
~0
dI~_~>~x-- Y
For this Hilbert transform one has

II 7~/, !1, ~< c II f II,
provided ~3< P < 4. The condition -~< p < 4 is imposed by the fact that the weight
Ixl p/* is in the Ap class of Muckenhoupt iff p > ~.
One can do the same thing in the case when n > 1. Instead of the weights Irl •
this time we have to consider the weights Irl • where 0 < ct < 1. These weights will
be in Ap class iffp lies between 1/0t and 1/(1 -~t) (For facts about the Ap class we refer
to the book [9-1 of Torchinsky).
Using asymptotic estimates for the functions q~,-l(r) as in [2-1 one can establish
the inequality (42) by appealing to the weighted Hilbert transform and Hardy's
inequality. Because of various weights of the form Ir[ • ~p the condition (4n/(2n + 1)) <
p<(4n/(2n-1)) for the validity of (42) is naturally imposed. We omit the details.
Finally it remains to prove the necessity of the condition (4n/(2n + 1 +2~t))< p <
(4n/(2n- 1 -2~t)) for the boundedness of T~ for radial functions. That is the content
of the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2

The inequality (41) holds only if p satisfies the condition (4n/(2n + 1 + 2ct)) < p <
(4n/(2n- 1 - 2ct)).
Proof. As we know that T~r are bounded on Lp radial functions when (4n/(2n + 1)) < p <
(4n/(2n-1)) we consider a p satisfying (4n/(2n-l))<p<~4. Then the conjugate
exponent q will satisfy q <(4n/(2n + 1)). Suppose that we have the inequality

I T~f(s) IPs2n- 1ds <. C

If(s)lPs z"- 1ds.

Expressing the partial sums in terms of the Cesaro means of order ct as in w we get

IR~f)l ( ~ ~ IL~-~(89188

dr)l/P~ CN~ll f llr

By a proper choice of f the above will lead to the inequality

,,2"

'
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Again we make use of the norm estimates stated in w

(f: 'L~-t(89188
= CN(.-l)n

1/"
I.~}-l(r)r(.-x)((llp)-(ln))lPdr

.

In the notation of w we have e + B = n - 2 ,
B=2(n-1)((1/2)-(1/p)).
p > (4n/(2n-1)) it is easy to see that ~>((2/p)-(1/2)). Therefore,

(f: 'ZnN-I(89
For the other term as q<(4n/(2n+l))

Since

cg(n-1)-ln]p).
we will have [3=2(n-1)((l/2)-(l/p))<

((2/q)-(1/2)) and hence

Hence we have the inequality

Nn- tN((n- tll2)N((n/z)-(n/p)+(./r<<CNO,+,,- t
This can hold for large N only if

which after simplification becomes p <~(4n/(2n- 1 - 2~)). Similarly one can show that
the condition p >1(4n/(2n + 1 + 2~,)) is also necessary.
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